The paper presents results of synchronous contrastive study of fifteen most frequent Slovak full verbs and their french equivalents by the method of corpus analysis aimed at observation and comparison of their valency potential in relation to their semantic structure. The inventory of valency structures of Slovak verbs and their french equivalents shows not only differences, but also, to a great extent, identical semantic-syntactic connectivities. The main apport of the study lies in the contrastive research perspective and the interdisciplinary character on the crossroads of grammar, semantics, syntax, cognitive and corpus linguistics. findings can be of use to linguists, terminologists, lexicographers, authors of textbooks and grammars, translators and interpreters, as well as to frenchspeaking learners of Slovak and Slovak students of french.
INtrODUctION
The paper arises from contrastive research of valency of Slovak and french verbs carried out at Matej Bel University in Banská Bystrica in cooperation with the Ľudovít Štúr Institute of Linguistics of the Slovak Academy of Sciences within the research grant project VEGA -Valenčné potencie slovies v kontraste/Valency Potential of Verbs in Contrast (2014 Contrast ( -2016 . It sums up research objectives, methodology and results. It points out at specificities of contrastive analysis of valency structures of Slovak and french verbs and presents partial conclusions. The research was based on the premises of general and contrastive linguistics. It focused on the verb as a crucial point of syntax and, specifically, on valency as one of its distinctive features. In linguistics, as well as in methodology of teaching foreign languages, verb valency has frequently been researched on. A contrastive linguistic approach linked to computer-based treatment of language is less frequent, still very enriching.
rESEArch ON VALENcY POtENtIAL Of SLOVAK AND frENch VErBS IN cONtrASt
The research was centered on a synchronous contrastive study of valency and semantic structures of fifteen most frequent Slovak full verbs (according to the frequency list generated from the monolingual corpus sme2011, a part of written corpora of the Slovak National Corpus) and their french equivalents in order to investigate and compare their valency potential in relation to their semantic structure in Slovak and french language. Among selected Slovak verbs, the following full polysemic units appeared (listed from the most frequent, with most frequent English equivalents): povedať (to tell), hovoriť (to speak), dostať (to get), tvrdiť (to affirm), prísť (to arrive), hrať (to play), získať (to get, to obtain), platiť (to pay), myslieť (to think), rozhodnúť (to decide), vidieť (to see), stáť (to stand), čakať (to wait), nájsť (to find), patriť (to belong). All of these units are treated as independent head words in Ivanová et al. (2014) . The verb hovoriť (to speak) stands together with its aspectual pair word povedať (to tell) in one entry, then it stands alone in a separate entry, as well. This treatment is identical to the one presented in [3] . Leaning on already existing inventory of possible valency structures of Slovak full verbs we constructed an inventory of valency structures of french equivalents of different meanings of these Slovak verbs in form of bilingual dictionary entries. Meanings of verbs are the part of cognitive systems of two typologically different languages: Slovak, predominantly fusional language, and french, an analytic one. Despite this difference, the languages show not only differences, but also identical syntactic and semantic connectivities.
Original verbal lexemes are taken from [3] . We share the concept of valency adopted by its authors, defined as the capacity of the verb to control a certain number of arguments, determining their formal and semantic features.
Identification of french equivalents of various meanings of Slovak polysemic verbs and contrastive-comparative analysis of valency structures in both languages have been part of our research. The contrastive study was based on several Slovak and french theoretical works, among others [8] , [11] and [12] . Among french sources, there are [13] , [1] and [7] .
The inventory of valency structures of Slovak full verbs and their french equivalents and description of their valency properties with regard to identical, partially identical and different semantic and syntactic features in Slovak and french was based on specialized corpora sme2011 and LeMonde0. 3. Sme2011 is a specialized monolingual written corpus containing press articles published in SME, the Slovak National daily newspaper, from January 1 to December 31, 2011. It was created as a selection of texts contained in prim-6.1.public-all, main part of the Slovak National Corpus. It contains 6 516 876 text units (tokens), out of which 5 409 453 word forms. The corpus, consisting in 409 509 sentences, is fully lemmatized and morphologically annotated. The automatic morphological annotation was done by Morče tool based on the morphological tagset used in the Slovak National Corpus.
Le Monde 0.3 is a specialized foreign-language written corpus containing press articles from Le Monde, french national daily newspaper, published from January 1 to December 31, 2011. It contains 21 969 159 text units (tokens) and consists of 829 092 sentence structures. It is fully lemmatized and morphologically annotated. The automatic morphological annotation was done by TreeTagger and it uses a free set of morphological tags for french language. Sme2011 and LeMonde0.3 can be browsed using NoSketch Engine tool of the Slovak National Corpus.
Research results were published as a bilingual dictionary of valency structures of Slovak and french verbs [14] . The publication is primarily destinated to students of french philology and translation studies, as well as scholars dealing with comparison of Slavic and Romance languages and with corpus linguistics.
ExAMPLE Of cONtrAStIVE PrESENtAtION Of SLOVAK AND frENch VALENcY StrUctUrES
The basic entry unit of the dictionary Valenčné potencie slovies v kontraste [14] is represented by a Slovak full polysemic verb with specific aspectual characteristics whose semantic structure consists in 1 to n partial meanings (verbal lexemes). Idiomatic meanings, as defined in [3] , were excluded. for each meaning, one or more semantically equivalent french lexical units are given. The structure of the bilingual dictionary entry has two parts -the Slovak one (starting point for comparison) and the french one. The Slovak part of the bilingual entry contains: a) Slovak full verb to be analyzed, b) partial meaning of the Slovak full verb no. 1 to n, c) valency structure of the Slovak verb in form of a valency pattern, d) a morphological-syntactic characteristic of left and right arguments appearing in the valency pattern and semantic roles of arguments of the verbal lexeme, e) synonyms of the Slovak verbal lexeme, f) description of the meaning of the Slovak verbal lexeme no. 1 to n, g) examples of use of the valency structure of the Slovak verb taken from sme2011.
Points b) to f) are taken from [3] . The french part of the bilingual entry contains: a) the french equivalent of the Slovak verbal lexeme no. 1 to n, b) valency structure of the french equivalent, c) description of the meaning of the french lexical unit semantically equivalent to the Slovak verbal lexeme (based on french monolingual dictionaries), d) examples of use of the valency structure of french lexical units equivalent to Slovak verbal lexeme, taken from Le Monde 0.3. In all, 20 bilingual entries were analyzed.
To give an example of the contrastive approach, we present the analysis of the second meaning of the polysemic verb patriť (to belong) and its french equivalents. According to [3] , monoaspectual imperfective verb patriť ndk (to belong as an imperfective verb) is formed of five independent verbal lexemes (five meanings); four of them (non idiomatic ones) are treated in the dictionary. The partitive meaning patriť 2 "byť členom, súčasťou niečoho" (to be part of something), is given below as an example of contrastive presentation of valency structures. This meaning can be expressed, in french, by two different lexemes, both of them semantically equivalent: appartenir (to belong) "faire partie organique d'un ensemble" (to be an organic part of a whole) and rentrer (to fit) "faire partie de, être contenu, inclus dans une classe, une catégorie" (to be a part of something, to be contained in something, to be included in a class or a category). The first equivalent, appartenir, requires a right-side argument fulfilling the syntactical role of indirect object, introduced by the only possible preposition à. The argument can be expressed by a subordinate clause introduced by à ce que (Slovak valency structure being expressed as VŠ slo : S n -Vf -k S d /medzi S a , the corresponding french valency structure being expressed as VŠ fra : S S -Vf -à S cOI /PS à ce que ). In the valency structure of the intransitive verb rentrer, with a broader meaning than appartenir, the right side of the valency structure is reducedthe indirect object is not a part of it anymore. The obligatory right-side argument is, in this case, the adverbial of direction VŠ fra : S S -Vf -ADV dir3 . 1 To range among something. 2 To be a member, a part of something, 3 The master of Gothic painting from Okoličné ranged among the best artists of late Gothic period in the Central Europe. 4 The Old Man and the Sea ranged among his favourite books. 5 A 3400-year-old artifact ranges among the most famous Ancient relics. 6 To be a organic part of a whole. 7 Born in 1786, he belongs to a generation which rejects the wave of the first romanticism noir. The following table contains an overview of valency patterns corresponding to all meanings of the verb patriť (belong) and its french equivalents.
VL/SLO

No.
VŠslo VŠfra EKV/frA Degree of equivalence VL/SLO/1 byť vlastníctvom niekoho, prislúchať (to be a property of someone, to belong to someone) S n -Vf -S d S S -Vf -à S COI appartenir (to belong) 1 8 Born on 20 th October 1928 in Caudéran, Hélène Surgère belonged to the bourgeoisie that she flew from. 9 Thus, we learn that the poufs with animal patterns belonged to what the two artists gently called « company design ». 10 To be a part of something, to be contained in something, to be included in a class or a category. 11 To show its good intentions, the CEB will continue to accept that the banks to which it lends money bring as a guarantee a part of the Portuguese debt, despite the fact it does not fit the criteria accepted by the monetary financial institution. 12 Big crosses belong to the treasure of tradition, which is national heritage and does not bear a social label. 13 I don't think that making all the planes take off fits the conditions. VL/SLO/2 byť členom, súčasťou niečoho (to be a member, a part of something) 
ASSESSING EQUIVALENcE Of VALENcY StrUctUrES
The contrastive analysis of valency structures of Slovak and french verbs lets us asses the degree of equivalence of valency patterns of verbal lexemes in both languages. The equivalence is understood as a variable, expressing a functional correspondence of compared elements. Its value can be scaled from "zero" through "partial" to "total". When assessing equivalence of valency structures of verbs, it is necessary to take into consideration two aspects. The first of them is a potential ambivalence of the relation between the formal expression of relationships within the valency structure of the verb and the functional value of its arguments. In some cases, valency structures can contain functionally equivalent elements having different formal means of expression. This results from different typological features of Slovak and french, mainly from the existence of nominal flexion in Slovak and its corresponding expression by analytical structures in french. Therefore, while evaluating valency structures, syntactical function of valency arguments will be considered binding. Thus, Slovak valency pattern S n -Vf -S d and french valency pattern S s -Vf -à S cOI will be seen as equivalent.
Another factor influencing contrastive assessment of Slovak and french valency structures is the potential character of some arguments. If some arguments in Slovak valency pattern are potential and the corresponding (functionally equivalent) arguments in the french valency structure are obligatory or vice versa, we define the degree of equivalence of these valency structures as partial. Thus, the pair of valency structures S n -Vf -S a in Slovak and S s -Vf -(S cod ) in french is seen as partially equivalent.
The comparison concerns primary, non-transformed valency structures of analyzed verbs. Contrastive assessment of transformed structures would be highly limited by systemic non-correspondence of their formal expression. This is the case of character and position of reflexive structures in french and Slovak, as well as systematics and semantics of impersonal verb forms entering active or passive structures. These specific questions require special attention.
In total, 165 pairs of valency patterns were compared. In some cases, only one french valency pattern corresponded to the original Slovak valency pattern related to a particular meaning of the Slovak verb. Elsewhere, a multilateral correspondence was observed: several valency patterns of one or more french verbs could be paired with the original Slovak valency pattern. Thus, the total number of pairs of valency patterns does not reflect the actual number of semantic equivalences between Slovak verbs and their french equivalents. for instance, the analysis of the Slovak verb verb rozhodnúť 'decide' (finite)/rozhodovať (non-finite) in its perfective and imperfective form) reveals the presence of 3 valency patterns corresponding to 3 different meanings of the verb. On the other hand, we identify 8 valency patterns corresponding to 19 different meanings of 5 different french verbs semantically equivalent to rozhodnúť dk/rozhodovať ndk (décider -to decide, résoudre -to resolve, arbitrerto arbitrate, trancher -to cut, statuer -to state).
With regard to the above stated remarks, we set up following degrees of equivalence:
1 -total functional equivalence of valency and non valency components 2 -total functional equivalence of valency participants 3 -partial functional equivalence of valency participants 4 -zero functional equivalence of valency participants.
Given the predominantly obligatory character of left-side participant, the focus is on measuring the degree of functional equivalence of right-side participants.
Degree 1 indicates cases when Slovak and french valency structures contain an equal number of right-side participants and each obligatory or potential right-side participant in the Slovak valency structure finds, in the french valency structure, a corresponding participant with identical syntactic function (for instance S a -S cod ) and with identical obligatory or potential character. At the same time, Slovak and french valency structures contain an equal number of identical non-valency complementations.
Degree 2 is used for cases when Slovak and french valency structures contain an equal number of functionally corresponding right-side elements. These participants correspond in their syntactic function as well as in their obligatory or potential character.
Degree 3 is used for cases when: a) Slovak and french valency structures do not contain an equal number of obligatory and/or potential participants, still there is at least one relation of functional correspondence between a right-side participant in the Slovak valency structure and a right-side participant in the french valency structure, b) there are differences in the obligatory and/or potential character of functionally corresponding right-side participants.
Degree 4 indicates cases when it is not possible to identify any relation of functional equivalence between a participant in the Slovak valency structure and a participant in the french valency structure.
While assessing the equivalence of structures, variability of morphological expression of valency participants is not taken into account, i.e. S a /VV že and S cod are considered equivalent.
fig. 1. Degrees of equivalence of Slovak and french verb valency structures
The proportional representation of various degrees of equivalence is shown in figure 1 . The largest group is marked as degree 1 of equivalence (35.15%), the least numerous group is characterized by zero functional equivalence -degree 4 (16.99%).
Degrees 1 and 2 have important ratios. The sizes of these groups indicate that the conventional idea about substantial differences in valency of verbs between french and Slovak -a belief which is often present in teaching/learning of french as a foreign language -does not necessarily reflect reality.
On the other hand, the cases where zero degree of equivalence (degree 4) of valency participants has been proved, may become the most important source of negative transfer in the situations of language contact in everyday communication, as well as in the process of language acquisition.
DEGrEES Of EQUIVALENcE Of SLOVAK AND frENch VALENcY StrUctUrES
The corpus contains all 4 degrees of equivalence of valency structures of the Slovak and french verbs, illustrated as follows.
total Equivalence of Valency and Non-valency components
Degree 1 (total functional equivalence of valency and non-valency complementations) can be seen in the derived meaning of vidieť/uvidieť 4 (to see) "stretať sa s niekým, dostávať sa do styku" (to meet someone, to get in touch with someone) and its french equivalent voir (to see) "fréquenter quelqu'un, le rencontrer lors d'une visite, dans le cadre de relations familiales ou sociales, rencontrer quelqu'un, se trouver par hasard en sa présence" (to see someone, to meet someone in a visit within a family of a society, to meet someone by accident):
(1) Bývam v jednom dome s Jožkom Stümpelom a Marcelom Hossom, vidíme sa takmer každý deň 14 . (SME 2011-09-23) (2) Chaque fois que des jeunes gens se décident à aller rejoindre une manifestation, ils font leurs adieux à leurs proches comme s'ils les voyaient pour la dernière fois 15 . (Le Monde, 17 juin 2011)
The corresponding valency structures are the following:
VŠ slo : S n -Vf -S a -ADV loc -ADV temp -ADV meas VŠ fra : S S -Vf -S cod -ADV loc -ADV temp -ADV meas
The assessment of the degree of equivalence was the same when valency structures contained only valency participants. This case can be illustrated by the primary meaning of získať/získavať 1 (to get, to obtain) "dosiahnuť, nadobudnúť" and its equivalent obtenir (to obtain) "parvenir à se faire accorder, à se faire donner ce que l'on veut avoir, ce que l'on demande" (to arrive to be awarded, to be given what one wants to have, what one demands) with the following valency structures: VŠ slo : S n -Vf -S a -(od S g ) and VŠ fra : S S -Vf -S cod -(de S cOI ): An identical degree of equivalence of valency structures can be seen in the primary meaning of patriť 1 "byť vlastníctvom niekoho, prislúchať" and its french equivalent appartenir "être la propriété de quelqu'un ; être le droit ou le privilège de quelqu'un" with valency structures VŠ slo : S n -Vf -S d and VŠ fra : S S -Vf -à S cOI :
(SME 2011-01-03) (6) Les deux hôtels appartiennent à l'homme d'affaires saoudien, le prince AlWaleed. (Le Monde, 27 janvier 2011)
In both cases, the right-side participant is an indirect object expressed, in Slovak, without a preposition. In french, the preposition is needed. The syntactic function of participants was given priority before the means of their formal expression, as the form is often inluenced by factors of linguistic typology, i. e. S d cannot have a non-prepositional french equivalent and it most likely corresponds to à S cOI . The same approach was adopted elsewhere in case of differences in formal expression of components of valency structures caused by typological differences between the languages.
total functional Equivalence of Valency Participants
Degree 2 of equivalence was used to label the cases of total functional equivalence of valency participants when there is, at the same time, absence of equivalence in non-valency complementations. As an example, let us state vidieť 2 "stať sa schopným vidieť", corresponding to the french verb voir "percevoir les objets du monde extérieur par l'intermédiaire des organes de la vue": Differences in the number and the character of adverbial complements can be seen in examples (7) and (8) . Adverbials appear in the french valency structure (VŠ fra ), however, the are missing from the Slovak one.
Partial functional Equivalence of Valency Participants
Degree 3 of equivalence refers to situations when there is a difference in the obligatory or potential character of participants or when there is a functional equivalence of some of (but not all) valency participants on one or on the other side. The potentiality of valency participants indicates their possible absence in the surface structure. It means they are not necessarily realized; still, they are semantically binding and they belong among valency participants. They appear in brackets in valency patterns.
Changes in obligatory or potential character of valency participants can be observed in the verb platiť/zaplatiť 2 (to pay) "dávať peniaze za nejakú hodnotu" (to give money for a value) and its french equivalent payer (to pay) "verser une somme d'argent, pour s'acquitter de ce qui est dû ou pour acheter quelque chose ; s'acquitter, par un versement, de ce qui est dû" (to give a sum of money to spend what is due or to buy something; to give out what is due). The difference consists in the position of the right-side participant with the syntactic function of direct object. Corpus data let us conclude that, in french, this participant is of potential nature. Partial functional equivalence can be illustrated by the Slovak verb patriť 2 (to belong) "byť členom, súčasťou niečoho" (to be a member, a part of something) and its french equivalent rentrer (to go into, to fit) "faire partie de, être contenu, inclus dans une classe, une catégorie" (to be a part of something, to be contained in something, to be included in a class or a category). Rentrer is an intrasitive verb, semantically broader than the other equivalent of the same Slovak verb, appartenir (to belong) "faire partie organique d'un ensemble" (to be an organic part of something). The right side of the valency structure of rentrer is reduced: unlike in the Slovak valency structure, the indirect object is no longer present. Instead of it, we observe the presence of an obligatory adverbial expressing direction AdV dir3 . functional equivalence of left-side participants is preserved.
Zero functional Equivalence of Valency Participants
Degree 4 of equivalence relates to cases which do not fit any of the degrees described above, i. e. it is not possible to identify any relation of equivalence between rightside participants in Slovak and french valency structures. The Slovak verb čakať (to 18 More people will pay fund contributions, it will become more difficult for car owners and people will have to choose between work and early retirement. 19 It is important that 80 % passengers are English and pay in pounds and, on the opposite corner, we pay our expenses in euro. 20 The master of Gothic painting from Okoličné ranged among the best artists of late Gothic period in the Central Europe 21 I don't think that making all the planes take off fits the conditions. wait, to expect) expressing the meaning "predpokladať (často nepríjemnú) udalosť" (to await that something (unpleasant) happens) is an example. The Slovak valency structure contains a right-side participant S a /VV že. The valency structure of the french equivalent s'attendre (to expect) contains a right-side participant of a different kind, preceded by the preposition à. This preposition introduces an indirect object in the dative case à S cOI /PS à ce que /à INf: Moreover, a difference in the expression of the predicate can be observed. The french valency structure, unlike the Slovak one, contains a reflexive verb.
cONcLUSION
The research presented has been primarily inspired, on the one hand, by our efforts to formulate a new conception of contextualized grammar of the Slovak language for the french-speaking public. On the other hand, it is connected with the study of interference phenomena between french as a source language (mother tongue) and Slovak as a target language (acquired language) which has shown a potential difficulty in acquiring valency structures, as possible sources of negative transfer. Presented results prove that differences between valency structures in both analyzed languages concern only a certain part of the ensemble of valency structures. At the same time, it has been confirmed that there is a large number of valency structures demonstrating, in a contrastive perspective, a high degree of functional equivalence. When conceiving comparative-contrastive descriptions of grammatical systems, as well as in the process of didactic mediation and facilitation of language acquisition, it is desirable not to present valency of verbs as a necessarily problematic phenomenon, but to focus the attention on structures where differences are actually observed. We believe that a contrastive overview of valency structures of the Slovak and french verbs, as it is presented in our works, can be of good use when trying to accomplish this objective.
